FABTECH Announces Change to Chicago Event Dates

The five FABTECH event partners announced today that beginning in 2021, FABTECH Chicago — previously held in November — will shift its dates to September. The event, hosted in odd years at Chicago’s McCormick Place, will make its next visit to the Windy City on September 13-16, 2021 and remain in September in future odd-numbered years.

FABTECH is one of the largest events held at McCormick Place, bringing $73 million delegation spending to Chicago. As a result of FABTECH’s growth over the past years and our favorable relationship with the city and the convention center, we are proud to make this shift to support the needs of the industry. Future Chicago dates will be as follows:

- September 13-16, 2021
- September 11-14, 2023
- September 8-11, 2025

Why the date change?

Due to FABTECH’s industry-leading status, we’ve earned our way into this coveted September period in Chicago. These prime dates are only made available to a few select events that have continuously demonstrated the ability to grow the events scope, size and significance. In 2019, FABTECH will occupy nearly 2 million square feet of McCormick Place space.

Save the dates for future FABTECH Events.

2020
- Mexico City, Mexico | May 12-14
- Toronto, Ontario Canada | June 16-18
- Las Vegas, Nevada | November 18-20

2021
- Monterrey, Mexico | May 4-6
- Chicago, Illinois | September 13-16

2022
- Mexico City, Mexico | May 4-6
- Toronto, Ontario Canada | June 14-16
- Atlanta, Georgia | November 8-10

2023
- Monterrey, Mexico | May TBD
- Chicago, Illinois | September 11-14
Mazak leads the way with power and performance. See the power of OPTIPLEX 10kW laser-cutting technology. Direct diode performance will be demonstrated in an automated sorting system. Contact your Mazak representative to learn more or visit www.mazakoptonics.com.
MATERIAL HANDLING re-defined!

Fast, Strong, and Efficient Automation applications in Assembly, Ergonomic Lift Assist, Bin Picking, Pick & Place, Press Line, Hot Stamping, Sheet Separation & more!

Leader in Magnetic Technology!

Magswitch Technology Inc. | +1.303.468.0662 | magswitch.com
Enter the Bystronic World of Innovation — the Future of High-Performance Manufacturing

At Booth A2122, Bystronic will present new high-performance solutions that cover the full spectrum of file-to-part manufacturing: laser cutting, bending, automation, and software technologies that are driving fabricators to new levels of productivity, profitability and success.

The innovative ByStar Fiber with NEW 12kW fiber laser, has an expanded spectrum of cutting applications for exceptional speed and cutting quality from thin sheet to thick plate edge. High machine dynamics and process reliability ensure uncompromising high-end performance and unparalleled high parts output. The ByStar Fiber 3015, 12kW will be shown with the NEW BySort, an enhanced solution optionally available on the NEW ByTrans Cross modular material handling system that fully automates the sorting of parts.

The next generation BySmart Fiber with 6kW fiber laser opens up the full potential of fiber lasers to fabricators who want to gain a competitive edge with innovative technology and performance at an affordable price. With automated material handling, the BySmart Fiber yields greater profits. The BySmart Fiber 3015 with 6kW Fiber laser will be shown with the ByTrans Extended compact material handling system.

continued on p. 10
Innovation Drives Success

Experience Innovation at Booth A2122

Presenting high-performance solutions that are driving fabricators to new levels of productivity, profitability, and success.

Bystronic: Best choice.
Cutting | Bending | Automation
800-247-3332 | bystronicusa.com
Veterans Wow FABTECH With Inspirational Stories

Among the major highlights from Monday’s FABTECH was the FABx Tech Talks Keynote. In honor of Veterans Day, this year’s FABx featured a powerful lineup of visionary veterans. These heroes shared incredible stories from their many years of service and the lessons they learned along the way that helped them excel in leadership, business, advanced manufacturing, and workforce development. Drawing on their unique experiences, each speaker captivated and inspired the audience with frontline stories focused on motivation, team building, innovation, and how to achieve excellence in the business battlefield.

Chad Hennings kicked things off with a powerful keynote address. He’s a 9-year NFL career veteran with three Super Bowl Championship rings and one of the most decorated college footballers in NCAA history. He also completed 45 successful combat missions with the Air Force. During his talk, he detailed the philosophy he lives by — excellence is not a destination, but an identity.

"Identity is the filter through which all of our life’s experience pass," said Hennings. "Character and virtue are the process through which we live, and living excellence is the journey."

He shared an anecdote about Viktor Frankl, author of "Man’s Search for Meaning." As a survivor of Auschwitz and a medical doctor, Frankl made observations as to why many people lived while others died even though they existed in comparable conditions.

"It boiled down to the point that those who lived had a purpose or a meaning to live for — something that went beyond themselves or their personal gain," said Hennings.

In his own career, he experienced phenomenal success at an early age: three NFL rings in four years.

These days, he is all about figuring out strategically where you want to be in your life, and how to get there fast. Focus on achieving those goals, he said. As you head towards them, you must understand that life will happen — for better or worse. Illness, accidents, economic downturns, and other challenges will get in the way. However, it is vital not to abandon or lose sight of the fact that you are heading toward your desired goal.

Another tenet covered in his talk was that life is a series of choices, and to choose wisely. "The tactical decisions you make as an individual or a company will bear fruit, or they won’t, depending on whether or not you are living a life of excellence," said Hennings.

He laid out the steps to living a life of excellence, how they apply to each of us as individuals and as members of a team or organization. He demonstrated how leadership is the glue that pulls it all together.

Manufacturing Veterans

Hennings was followed by a series of veterans now leading the way in industry and manufacturing. These FABx Tech Talk speakers included Hernán Luis y Prado, Founder and CEO of Workshops for Warriors (WFW). His organization provides quality training, accredited educational programs in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM), and opportunities to earn third-party nationally recognized credentials. These programs enable veterans, transitioning service members, and other students to be successfully trained and placed in their chosen advanced
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For those who want to rule the flame, Victor makes it possible. We have helped craftsmen conquer their work by providing the highest-performing gas equipment on the market for more than 100 years. It's why professionals around the world choose Victor. **Stephen made his choice. Have you?**

Are you a ruler of the flame? Prove it. Stop by booth B17087 and compete for prizes in head-to-head oxy-fuel challenges, or share your best work with Victor at [esab.com/rulers](http://esab.com/rulers).
Discover Laser-cutting and Automation Technology with Mazak Optonics at FABTECH

Whether you’re a job shop owner or you manage facilities around the world, Mazak Optonics has the laser-cutting machinery, automation solutions, and IIoT tools you need to succeed. Mazak Optonics Corporation will be showing three laser-cutting machines and an automation solution at FABTECH Chicago in Booth A4202. Mazak Optonics is showing the OPTIPLEX 3015 FIBER III 10kW and the OPTIPLEX 3015 DDL 6kW with a fully automated part sorting solution.

The OPTIPLEX FIBER III 10kW offers increased cut speeds for greater throughput. This machine utilizes the PreviewG Control and higher performance digital drive package designed for premium performance. This new drive system provides higher productivity through high-speed and high-accuracy. The new cutting-edge PreviewG Control offers state of the art CPU for unsurpassed operations speed, high-response and high-speed machine motion. The OPTIPLEX FIBER III 10kW can utilize high-pressure shop air cutting to reduce the cost-per-part.

Mazak’s fully automated part sorting solution for laser processed parts will also be on display in Booth A4202. From pallet change to sorting finished parts, this automation solution improves material flow through the fabrication production line resulting in increased productivity. This automation solution has a modular design that allows for expanding with the growth of your operations and is flexible enough to allow for customized unloading positions. A wide range of functions and enhancements to expand the range of applications include integration of unloading conveyors, over/under carts, mini unload tower, labelers, etc.

Discover more about Mazak’s laser-cutting and automation lineup in Booth A4202 at FABTECH.

Did you know we have blenders for laser-cutting applications?

Find Out More at Booth # B19095!
There’s nothing industrial operators love more than green lights. That’s why we’ve made machine tool repair a breeze. The UP! App is a digital platform that connects shops needing service with independent or authorized OEM service providers.

Our service-matching communication platform is the backbone of an ever-expanding network of skilled service engineers. Look for The UP! App in the Google Play or Apple App stores and we’ll make sure you keep those green lights glowing.

Discover the most convenient way to identify and engage highly-qualified industrial machinery maintenance and repair service providers.

Learn More at TheUpApp.com
DAY 2

Enter the Bystronic World of Innovation — the Future of High-Performance Manufacturing

continued from p. 4

Bystronic’s NEW tube laser cutting solutions offer the widest range of automated 2D and 3D cutting systems for the flexible production of small and large series tubes and profiles. The availability of 2D and 3D laser cutting technology opens up the possibility of individually customized and precise cutting of a wide variety of shapes—also profiles with diverse cross-sections and bevel cuts of up to 45 degrees. Flexible loading from bundle loading or from chain loading system for open profiles ensures high precision processing. The Model FL-170 tube laser cutting system will be presented.

Based on the popular Xpert press brake, the NEW Xpert Pro press brake offers a modular design that increases the flexibility of add-on options for unmatched speed and productivity. With the Xpert Pro, Bystronic presents a high-end press brake that sheet metal processing companies can adapt to their requirements on a modular basis. Demonstrated will be the Xpert Pro 150 Dynamic Edition.

The NEW Xpress 50 press brake is a compact, affordable bending solution with intuitive operation, employing Bystronic’s proven ByVision Bending Control technology. Compact, modular machine design and additional functions support individual customization to the production environment. High machine rigidity offers ample space for a wide range of bending applications.

The Xpert 40 with Mobile Bending Robot supports today’s fluctuating lot sizes and varying part complexities in a fully flexible automated or manual bending system. Control is seamlessly integrated into the press brake user interface.

BySoft 7 software represents a new generation of design and manufacturing software that keeps pace with high productivity downstream equipment. BySoft 7 offers a comprehensive range of programming. The Plant Manager schedules and monitors manufacturing processes efficiently, providing an overview of the production process.

Developed by Bystronic, the ByCockpit App provides real-time analysis and visualization of the data associated with sheet metal processing to enable companies to constantly improve their production.

Visit Bystronic in Booth A2122.

Powering Automotive ERP

aim Vision
ERPOptimized for Automotive Suppliers

aim Mobility
Manufacturing Productivity Apps

aim AutoCOR
EDI Order Management for Epicor ERP

Visit us at FABTECH
Metalforming Division | Hall D | Booth 45131
Enter our daily raffle to win a FREE tablet

How to Keep Full Traceability of Parts While Minimizing Hi Lo Moves
Session F33: Material Handling Room S502A
Monday, Nov. 11, 2019 12:00 PM

Visit Booth #B31074 for cleaner air.

Nederman

Welding & Thermal Cutting
Complete solutions that protect your environment
- Fume Extraction Arms
- Mobile Fume Extraction
- Portable Fume/Filter Units
- Capture at Source Solutions

Visit Booth #B31074 for cleaner air.

+1-800-533-5286 | www.nederman.com
PIERCCE CLEANER
CUT FASTER
2X PEAK POWER

High Peak Power (HPP) Fiber Lasers

HIGH PEAK POWER (HPP) increases overall throughput and decreases operational costs while saving time and materials.

MATERIAL SAVINGS
up to 25%

For more information visit: www.ipgphotonics.com/hpp

Visit IPG at FABTECH Booth #B19038
BLM GROUP USA Highlighting 2D to 5D Laser Cutting Equipment at FABTECH 2019

At FABTECH 2019 in booth A2153, BLM GROUP USA is demonstrating its LT-FREE 5-axis laser cutter for 3D tubes and complex shapes, as well as its LSS sheet metal cutting system with an 8 kW laser, illustrating the breadth of BLM’s laser cutting equipment. The LT-FREE has the ability to cut 3D formed or shaped parts such as bent tubes, hydroformed tubes, welded assemblies, and stamped or flat sheets. This means that operations such as cutting, drilling, punching, and milling, which are typically carried out in sequence on various machines, can now all be performed on a single machine. This eliminates set-up time, reduces material handling, eliminates work in progress inventory, and downsizes space needed for storage.

The LT-FREE is available with powers up to 5 kW, table dimensions of 59 in. x 39 in. and axis stroke to x= 116 in., y= 37 in. and z= 29 in., and can machine mild steel, copper, aluminum, brass, stainless steel and galvanized steel. Four different configurations based upon throughput and part size.

The LS5 is the only modular, sheet laser cutting machine that can be expanded to accommodate tube cutting functions at a future time. A very compact machine with a configurable design, the LS5 accommodates a transverse or in-line pallet changer. Users can add automatic sheet loading and unloading or a storage tower for automated material type and thickness changeovers, which is the feature that will be demonstrated at FABTECH. Additionally, the quick nozzle changer feature for minimizing setup time when changing materials will also be shown.

The LS5 is available in powers up to 8 kW and comes in bed sizes of 10’ x 5’, 13’ x 6.5’, and 20’ x 6.5’. The fiber laser makes it appropriate for cutting reflective materials such as copper, brass, and aluminum as well as mild, stainless and galvanized steels.

BLM GROUP is also featuring additional laser cutting and bending equipment in Booth D46532.
As the industry experts, Caplugs has more than 8,000 masking solutions in stock and ready to ship today. Choose from a wide variety of caps, plugs, tapes, discs and more.

If your application requires a custom solution, our team of design engineers will work with you to develop a part to meet your specific needs. All design, tooling and production is done in-house ensuring quality results and short lead times. Visit www.caplugs.com/masking for fast online ordering and free samples.

I need a masking plug for a powder coating process.

It must withstand 500°F curing temperature and be easy for my team to remove.

Product Protection | Masking Solutions | Molded Components
- Injection molding
- Extrusion
- Rubber molding
- Vinyl dip molding
- Vinyl coating
- Die-cutting

www.caplugs.com/masking  •  1.888.CAPPLUGS
Caplugs: The Masking Experts

Caplugs has served as a leader in product protection, masking, and custom molded components for 70 years. As the experts in precision masking solutions, Caplugs offers the most comprehensive range of standard masking solutions with 6,000 standard catalog masking parts in-stock and ready to ship.

If one of the standard masking parts doesn’t meet your needs, the design engineers will work one-on-one with you to develop a custom solution tailored for your application. Caplugs has six different molding processes to meet your unique needs and specifications. For rubber masking solutions, Caplugs does their own compound mixing with performance enhancing additives. With Caplugs masking expertise, the latest equipment and technology, and an in-house tool room, your masking solution can be prototyped, developed and produced quickly and economically.

Caplugs masking solutions can eliminate laborious manual steps in the masking process. Results include improvement in production line speed, reduced risk of failure and improved worker productivity, efficiency and accuracy, resulting in consistent finishing quality. The broad range of parts securely protects your product during any finishing process, including:

- Powder Coating
- Anodizing
- Plating
- E-Coating
- Painting

Caplugs masking product offerings include:

- Caps
- Plugs
- Masking Kits
- Masking Tapes
- Masking Die-Cuts
- Hooks, Bars & Racks

Caplugs offers an easy way to identify areas for improvement in your masking process. Inefficiencies in application and removal often result in wasted labor and added costs. A free on-site masking analysis by a masking engineer at Caplugs could help you streamline your process to improve efficiency and save you money.

Take the first step in optimizing your finishing process with Caplugs. Go to www.smartermasking.com for a free personal review of your masking process by a masking specialist. You will also receive a copy of the Caplugs Masking 101 Guide, full of tips and strategies for getting the most out of masking, as well as a free masking sample kit.

Be sure to stop by during FABTECH at Booth B16055 to learn more and see what’s new.

Caplugs is the single-source for all your masking needs. Visit www.caplugs.com/masking to learn more about Caplugs full product offering or speak with a masking specialist today 1-888-CAPLUGS.
Emerging Manufacturing Technologies Showcased

Advanced manufacturing is transforming the economy. Cutting-edge technology is being introduced into manufacturing processes to accelerate innovation. Yesterday’s advanced manufacturing panel at FABTECH showcased how various organizations are taking advantage of tools such as analytics, digitization, big data, cybersecurity and the latest software to remain competitive and add value to their organizations.

MxD, for example, operates a nearly 100,000-square-foot innovation center near downtown Chicago. Its factory floor features some of the most advanced manufacturing equipment in the world, which partners can use for experimentation and training on everything from augmented reality (AR) to advanced simulation techniques. In partnership with the U.S. Department of Defense, it is equipping factories with the digital tools and expertise to improve productivity, quality, traceability, and compliance. The company has helped more than 300 companies win more business. “MxD is where innovative manufacturers go to forge their futures,” said Chandra Brown, CEO of MxD. “Our mission is to enable U.S. manufacturers to make every single part better than the last. But this is a goal far too big for any one company to solve on its own.”

Achieving this vision requires production collaboration between many entities – both private and government. The overall concept is for assembly and production lines to be embedded with software and sensors that are hooked up to the cloud. With the right infrastructure in place, manufacturers and fabricators are armed with the ability to send and receive data to analyze and fine tune operations. This enables equipment to improve itself and learn from every part produced in real-time.

“With more data and the ability to efficiently analyze and access it remotely, manufacturers can make better-informed business decisions,” said Brown. “To remain competitive globally, manufacturing companies of all sizes need to invest in digital technologies wherever they can make the most impact, whether it is reducing waste and scrap in machining by automatically making adjustments to account for tool wear or tracking supply chain movement and inventory in real time to better predict and prepare for disruptions.”

She emphasized that manufacturing in the USA remains an economic powerhouse. But as these new digital components become more common, they are moving the sector into what is known as the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Brown discussed research her company had conducted to identify and classify emerging jobs and outline the skills and training that workers and employers should invest in to make the digital transition more seamless.

“Preparing and re-training the workforce will be essential to slow the widening skills gap in the manufacturing field,” she said.

But there is a downside to the headlong rush toward a digitized future. As more manufacturing equipment and systems are connected to the internet, the risk for cyberattacks increases. More than 85% of the cybersecurity threats facing the manufacturing sector are targeted rather than opportunistic. This is a far higher percentage than in other industries. It means that cyberattacks facing manufacturers are often highly coordinated and go after certain manufacturers with a specific purpose in mind.
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Matchless in Stainless
The stainless welding wires you’ve been waiting for – great quality and superior performance. Make strong, corrosion resistant and lasting welds that reflect the beauty of stainless steel. Now available in our new state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Portage, Indiana.
Come see! Booth # B27068

voestalpine Böhler Welding
www.voestalpine.com/welding
AMADA will introduce the world’s first fiber laser cutting system with Locus Beam Control (LBC). LBC Technology can freely manipulate the laser beam to create an infinite number of locus patterns and greatly enhance cutting performance. In conventional fiber laser cutting systems, energy density reduces as material thickness increases, resulting in a lack of efficiency. In marked contrast, LBC Technology offers flexible beam pattern control matched to each application, while retaining high-efficiency cutting and high energy density. As a result, VENTIS achieves cutting speeds up to 3 times faster than a conventional 4kW fiber laser while producing superior edge quality.
AMADA AMERICA, INC.
180 Amada Court • Schaumburg, IL 60173 • 877-262-3287
www.amada.com/america

Experience Continuous Innovation — AMADA Booth A2103

AMADA will introduce the world's first fiber laser cutting system with Locus Beam Control (LBC). LBC Technology can freely manipulate the laser beam to create an infinite number of locus patterns and greatly enhance cutting performance. In conventional fiber laser cutting systems, energy density reduces as material thickness increases, resulting in a lack of efficiency. In marked contrast, LBC Technology offers flexible beam pattern control matched to each application, while retaining high-efficiency cutting and high energy density. As a result, VENTIS achieves cutting speeds up to 3 times faster than a conventional 4kW fiber laser while producing superior edge quality.

The new HRB Series of Press Brakes will be produced at the Carolina Manufacturing Center.

- **HRB 1003 ATC** — The latest advancement in press brake technology combined with AMADA’s patented Automatic Tool Changer (ATC) enables you to perform even the most complex tool setups in less than 4 minutes.

- **AMADA’s latest 9kW Linear Fiber Laser Cutting System** — will be ceremonially unveiled at FABTECH.

- **ENSIS 3015 RI** — 3kW Fiber Laser with an integrated Rotary Index that enables you to switch from flat cutting to tube or pipe cutting in less than 2 minutes.

- **EML 2515 AJ** — 3kW Punch/Fiber Laser Combination Machine that’s equipped with a multi-purpose turret and the unlimited shape cutting flexibility of a fiber laser which gives you the flexibility to work with your customers to create more efficient part designs.

- **ENSIS 9kW + AMS 3015 CL** — The ENSIS Fiber Laser and AMS CL Automation are both manufactured in Brea, CA. ENSIS technology provides continuous processing of thin materials and thick plate without a cutting lens change or manual setup. The AMS 3015 CL is a modular system that allows you to easily expand your automation capabilities as future demands evolve.

- **HRB 1003** — The new HRB Series of Press Brakes leverages AMADA’s latest bending technology and a variety of production-enhancing features to provide an outstanding price/performance ratio.

- **ENSIS 9kW + AMS 3015 CL** — The ENSIS Fiber Laser and AMS CL Automation are both manufactured in Brea, CA. ENSIS technology provides continuous processing of thin materials and thick plate without a cutting lens change or manual setup. The AMS 3015 CL is a modular system that allows you to easily expand your automation capabilities as future demands evolve.

- **HG 1003 ARS** — A Fully-Integrated Robotic Bending System with a 7-axis robot, Automatic Gripper Changer (AGC), and Automatic Tool Changer (ATC) with patented AMADA tooling — that will enable you to achieve high levels of unmanned productivity.

AMADA is proud to be the FABTECH mobile app sponsor.

Stay In Touch With What’s Next.

FABTECH
BOOTH A2103

AMADA’s Carolina Technical Center and Manufacturing Center in High Point, NC will open in 2020.
Learn About the Technologies Disrupting the Future of Manufacturing

With the pace of innovation being so fast, new things are being discovered daily. This is disrupting industry after industry. As technology has advanced, it is becoming embedded into the day-to-day operations of many fabricators and manufacturers. Every shop, therefore, needs to adapt to stay competitive. Yet the path toward digital transformation is different for every company.

The panelists at tomorrow’s leadership exchange panel on disruptive technology will cover a wide range of disruptive technologies: 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, virtual reality (VR) training, 3D printing and automation. They will share case studies and help manufacturers understand and explore the challenges and benefits that implementing them entails.

John Brandt, CEO and Founder of global research firm The MPI Group has devoted more than two decades to studying leadership in effective, purpose-driven organizations. An expert on how companies can adapt themselves to the realities of new markets, new corporate structures, and evolving customer expectations, Brandt is an accomplished management innovator and an internationally recognized expert on manufacturing and technology.

Before founding The MPI Group in 2003, he had two decades of experience in marketing, management, and consulting. His passion for journalism earned him more than twenty awards for reporting, writing and editing. He is also the author of the best-selling book Nincompoopy, which details how bad customer service, poorly designed business processes, and ineffective management practices can often lead to lost time, patience and profits. He will detail research findings from thousands of companies to offer concrete examples of how any organization — large or small, and regardless of industry — can innovate in ways that delight customers and attract top-level talent.

“We are experiencing an incredibly rapid evolution of the business model in which data and information about the manufacturing process may be more valuable than the products themselves,” said Brandt. “This is exciting but dangerous: firms that embrace and invest in these new technologies will find themselves with incredible opportunities for productivity and profits. Firms that don’t may find themselves permanently blocked from market share in many sectors.”

In his presentation, he will cover how some firms successfully leverage the Internet of Things (IoT) to connect with customers in new ways, creating feedback loops that increase value for both the manufacturer and the customer. This is leading to new approaches to traditional business. For example, manufacturers have traditionally either sold or leased equipment or products. However, a developing concept, is to offer customers products and tools on a subscription or service basis. This idea is well established in software and is now moving over into other industries.
### TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12

#### SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECHNOLOGY</th>
<th>8:00 AM - 9:30 AM</th>
<th>10:00 AM - 11:30 AM</th>
<th>12:00 PM - 1:30 PM</th>
<th>2:00 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D/ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING</td>
<td>□ F60: Fundamentals of Additive Manufacturing Room S403A</td>
<td>□ NEW! F70: Small &amp; Large Format Printers for Additive Manufacturing Room S403A</td>
<td>□ NEW! F80: How Additive Manufacturing Can Accelerate and Advance Your Design Room S403A</td>
<td>□ NEW! F88: Build Your Additive Manufacturing Team Room S403A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTTING</td>
<td>□ F62: Optimization of Cutting Metals with Fiber and Plasma Machining Room S404A</td>
<td></td>
<td>□ F87: How to Build a Superior Manufacturing Program Room S403A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMING &amp; FABRICATING</td>
<td></td>
<td>□ NEW! C52: Powder System Design for Success Room S501BC</td>
<td>❈ NEW! C82: Compliance Monitoring Room S501D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>□ NEW! C52: 1K, 2K, New K and Fluid Delivery Methods Room S501D</td>
<td>❈ NEW! C83: Management System Integration Room S501D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>□ NEW! C62: Oven Selection Solved Room S501D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER</td>
<td>□ F63: Effective Safeguarding Risk Assessment Room S502A</td>
<td>□ NEW! F73: Dust Collection for Fabrication Processes Room S502A</td>
<td>□ F83: Sheet Metal Design and Press Brake Automation Room S502A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMINARS</td>
<td>□ NEW! W1: AWS Educational Overview of Welding Codes and Standards - Day 1 Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W1: AWS Educational Overview of Welding Codes and Standards - Day 1 Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W1: AWS Educational Overview of Welding Codes and Standards - Day 1 Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W1: AWS Educational Overview of Welding Codes and Standards - Day 1 Room N133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM</td>
<td>□ NEW! W3: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W3: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W3: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W3: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWMA SCHOOL</td>
<td>□ NEW! W4: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W4: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W4: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W4: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU. SESSIONS</td>
<td>□ NEW! W5: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W5: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W5: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W5: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>□ NEW! W6: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W6: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W6: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
<td>□ NEW! W6: Introduction to Metal Additive Manufacturing Room N133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = Basic  | = Intermediate  | = Advanced

NORTH AMERICA’S LARGEST METAL FORMING, FABRICATING, WELDING AND FINISHING EVENT
FABTECH is not just an event, it’s a year-round experience. Connect and engage with other industry professionals and show attendees on FABTECH’s social media sites — during and after the event!

Be sure to use #FABTECHexpo or #FABTECH19 in your posts!

FumeVac®—The absolute best way to control weld fumes at the source.

Stop by Booth #B31113 for a demo
fumevac.com | 866.386.3822

VISIT US AT BOOTH A5038

FumeVac®—The absolute best way to control weld fumes at the source.
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Women in Finishing Expands Programming

The Chemical Coaters Association International (CCAI) began its Women in Finishing (WiF) initiative at FABTECH 2017 with a networking reception in the CCAI booth. The response exceeded expectations, leading to the official establishment of WiF under CCAI. The overwhelming response coupled with member feedback led to a program expansion effort in 2019 with a focus on professional development and networking for women with careers in industrial finishing, including the Women in Finishing FORUM.

The inaugural Women in Finishing FORUM was held in May 2019 at the University of Notre Dame. Bringing together women representing suppliers, OEMs and custom coaters in a variety of job functions within industrial finishing, the event featured a variety of professional development, team building, and networking sessions all geared towards women in the industry. Sessions were led by speakers from the University of Notre Dame, subject matter experts, and women in industrial finishing. Topics were diverse, ranging from industry trends and opportunities to navigating conflict, building a championship mindset, and the impact wellness has on success.

After a highly successful inaugural event, CCAI announced in August that the 2020 Women in Finishing FORUM will return to the University of Notre Dame and is scheduled for May 6-8. “Building on the success of this year’s event, program development is nearly complete for 2020 and we expect significant growth for next year’s FORUM,” shared Sheila LaMothe, Women in Finishing program director. Confirmed speakers include, Shelley Bausch, president of Carlisle Fluid Technologies; Lee Ann Schwoppe Cochran; principal with Amorpha Consulting; and Dr. Amber Selking, director of people performance, Lippert Components Inc. The program will also include a tour of Lippert Components’ finishing operations.

For more information and to register, visit womeninfinishing.org.

The newest addition to WiF programming is a webinar series designed to address relevant topics that impact both the personal and professional lives of women in the finishing industry. Led by Susan Hines of Sabal Trust the first webinar, Women + Wealth was held in October and featured a lively discussion on the importance of sound financial planning. Susan shared critical information that is relevant regardless of whether participants were just starting their career or have their eyes on retirement.

Increase Productivity & Safety in Machine Tools Applications

Harsh environments in fabricating, stamping and welding applications create challenges for many automation solutions, leading to downtime. From weld slag to high temperatures to impact and abrasion, you need rugged and reliable solutions that stand up to the toughest conditions. Sensors, connectivity and fieldbus technology from Turck get the job done. Whether you need sensors for die protection or that are weld resistant, intelligent safety I/O modules, or connectivity solutions that protect against weld slag, Turck is your partner with a full range of automations solutions that are ideal for metal forming and welding equipment.

Visit us at Booth #A1449
Veterans Wow FABTECH With Inspirational Stories
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manufacturing career field. Skills such as plasma cutting, welding, computer aided design, milling, machining, fabrication, and woodworking are taught by WFW via training courses and workshops.

How did WFW come into being? As a former U.S. Navy officer with combat tours in Afghanistan and Iraq, Prado met a friend he had served with who had lost both of his legs in combat.

“I saw many of my fellow service members feeling lost with no path to a successful civilian life. I needed to change that,” said Prado. “We wanted to help them to have a wage that could support a family. Welding and machining were very much in demand and were activities the veterans liked to do.”

Based in San Diego, WFW is funded by private individuals and foundations. 83% of revenue goes towards training programs. This level of low overhead is achieved by actively partnering with the military, business, industry and education sectors, as well as other nonprofits, individual supporters and donors, and community foundations. The organization provides vets and wounded warriors with the best possible equipment, supplies, and software and gets them placed in some of the best companies in the world. 94% of his students find jobs, primarily in welding and machining.

Workshops for Warriors teaches and certifies to the nationally recognized standards of the American Welding Society, National Institute of Metalworking Skills (NIMS), Mastercam University, SolidWorks, Immerse2Learn, and the National Coalition of Certification Centers (NC3). Specific courses include WFW advanced manufacturing classes in welding, CAD/CAM programming (SolidWorks and Mastercam) and CNC machining (CNC milling, CNC turning, CNC laser, and CNC waterjet). These courses have helped to create a national training pipeline to increase the manufacturing workforce while providing employment to veterans. Students gain their skills through classroom education and extensive hands-on-training on eleven CNC HAAS mills and lathes, an AMADA laser, flow water jet, and 18 welding booths.

Since 2008, WFW has trained and placed 613 LMI Marines, Army, Air Force, Coast Guard and Navy veterans into high-paying careers with companies like Fox Racing, Ariel, General Dynamics, NASSCO, SPAWAR and SpaceX. Their average annual salaries are around $60,000. Prado sees his mission as not only serving veterans but serving the nation as a whole.

‘America has long been recognized as the global leader in manufacturing innovation, but without a solid arsenal of qualified individuals to fill the 2.3 million advanced manufacturing job vacancies that exist today, our status as the undisputed leader in this critical space will continue to erode,’ said Prado. ‘Not only does this threaten the future vitality of our manufacturing base, it threatens America’s readiness to stave off the attacks of any foreign adversary.’

Jason T. Ray, Co-Founder and CEO, Paperless Parts, is another veteran who has found success in the business world. He received a commission as a Supply Officer in the United States Navy. He served on a Mine Countermeasures Ship and witnessed the challenges with aging supply chains.

“This experience got me into naval procurement and eventually manufacturing focused roles,” said Ray. “That led me to form Paperless Parts, a company that has developed software to help manufacturers quickly catch problems, identify required

continued on p. 26

IVEC ULTRA®
CLEAN AIR. ONLY SMARTER.

IVEC Ultra uses IVEC-exclusive technologies to run smarter and provide cleaner air with the lowest overall cost of ownership compared to conventional ventilation systems.

Visit Booth #B29108 to speak with our knowledgeable experts ivecsystems.com | 866.670.4832

NORTH AMERICA’S LARGEST METAL FORMING, FABRICATING, WELDING AND FINISHING EVENT
WE SHAPE THE FUTURE

SHAPE YOUR FUTURE AT OUR MOST IMMERSIVE FABTECH EXPERIENCE YET.

See more than ever before.
Discover dozens of our latest products and solutions, including our new systems for manual plasma cutting, automated orbital welding, cutting automation solutions, and data-driven innovations. We will also be featuring our newest filler metals, our full range of arc welding equipment (from light portable to heavy industrial), a regulator for extremely high-flow applications, and the most rugged portable wire feeder on the market.

Check out our dedicated retail area to see the merchandising and marketing support ESAB is bringing to distributors and channel partners – including one of our new ESAB ON THE ROAD traveling demo vans.

Visit booth B17087 and come see how we can build the world of tomorrow, together.

Try more than ever before.
Go hands-on with multiple demo stations for welding and manual plasma cutting, and put your oxy-fuel skills to the test in our Victor® Rulers of the Flame cutting competition.

Learn more than ever before.
Get schooled at ESAB University (in partnership with Weld.com), a dedicated area within the booth featuring multiple daily educational sessions by welding experts. Plus, you’ll have the opportunity to meet and learn from Ian Johnson and the ESAB Elite team.
Another featured speaker on the panel is Dave Beck, Founder and Managing Partner of Foundry 45. His company has been working in immersive technology since 2011. It is now considered one of the largest and most experienced virtual reality (VR) training companies in the world. Its client partner roster includes Delta Airlines, Coca-Cola, IBM/The Weather Company, AT&T and U.S. Bank. “Our mission is to advance the efficiency of enterprise process training through the effective use of virtual reality technology,” said Beck.

He will explain how disruptive technologies such as VR have changed the way we create, build, and distribute assets across the world, making supply chains more efficient and faster than ever before. Yet there’s one major hurdle manufacturers must overcome to thrive in this new digital reality – a shortage of skilled labor.

In an industry where time is of the essence, an aging workforce coupled with low retention and an ever-shrinking talent pool is impacting productivity, and most importantly, the bottom-line. To be more effective, profitable, and productive, manufacturers must change their approach to workforce development.

“One of the most compelling benefits of VR training is being able to significantly improve workforce safety through experiential learning,” said Beck. “When we immerse trainees in dangerous virtual scenarios and give them the ability to make mistakes in a consequence-free environment, that’s a huge win.”

Markforged is another company transforming the face of manufacturing with revolutionary metal and carbon fiber 3D printers. These machines can produce parts tough enough for the end-user in automotive, oil and gas, aerospace and in harsh factory environments. Greg Mark, Founder and CEO of Markforged, will talk about how AI has brought about a new form of manufacturing known as adaptive manufacturing.

“With the help of AI, a machine can know what it’s doing, and make intelligent decisions, at any moment,” said Mark. “Applied to physical equipment, AI allows machines to rewrite their own code, enabling the technology to improve upon itself.”

His company offers Blacksmith, the first AI-powered software that makes manufacturing machines self-aware. Blacksmith analyzes a design, compares it to the scanned part, and automatically adapts the end-to-end process to produce the perfect part. It continually learns and adapts to variations in the process over the lifetime of your machine. This technology is a breakthrough advancement in smart factories and a good example of adaptive manufacturing. It takes the inspection and manufacturing technology the industry knows well and closes the process loop to repeatedly and reliably produce the part. It improves part yields and cuts down on wasted materials. It also enables each person to effectively run more machines, increasing their productivity, and enabling their products to be globally competitive and locally sourced.
MK PRODUCTS
Family Owned and Operated Since 1966
Cobra Welding Systems
Building the world
MADE IN AMERICA

Visit us at Booth
B31026
Veterans Wow FABTECH With Inspirational Stories
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hardware or tooling, and collaborate with their teams at every step of the manufacturing process.”

His company is focused on supporting job shop manufacturers. This includes tools that can save a job shop time in providing a quote or help new machinists learn the trade faster while working on the shop floor. FABx also featured Mission: Ambition, a woman-owned and veteran-owned small business. It equips, trains, and educates military and civilian personnel on intelligence and professional development modules, both virtually and in-person. The company is run by educational consultant Shelly C. Rood. Her military experience was primarily in strategic operational planning at the highest level, including the present conflict with North Korea. She is a Distinguished Military Graduate from Western Michigan University ROTC and served in the U.S. Army Reserves across a 16-year time span as a 3SD (Tactical All-Source Intelligence Officer), with periods of active duty throughout. “In 2018, Mission: Ambition launched a women’s lifestyle brand to sell natural beauty, wellness, and lifestyle gifts curated by female veterans,” said Rood. “Every package includes the story of a U.S. female hero and a portion of store proceeds supports efforts to increasing mental resiliency in women.”

The final FABx speaker Michael Walton, Industry Solution Executive for Manufacturing at Microsoft, has more than 31 years in the Army Reserves as a Combat Engineer Officer, as well as 34 years working mostly with manufacturing and consumer packaged goods organizations.

Walton collaborates with Fortune 500 manufacturers to introduce game-changing strategies and technologies into their manufacturing operations. He’s passionate about helping them capture and leverage their data, cloud, machine learning, and artificial intelligence to revolutionize every aspect of their processes, production, and products including areas such as forecasting, quality, predictive maintenance, connected field services, and remote monitoring.

He talked about the various ways manufacturing is being transformed in the digital age. He gave the example of Microsoft HoloLens smart glasses which are being used on the shop floor to aid in assembly line production, maintenance, repair, and in many other ways. “Such tools also provide an enhanced ability to configure products, as well as a way to experience a product before purchase,” he said.

YOU ASK IT. WE MASK IT.
Providing consistent, exceptional masking and hanging solutions you can count on!

Ask us about our EPSI Guarantee:
• Increase Efficiency
• Reduce your 3P Cost (per painted part)
• Dedicated Technical Sales Rep & Support Team

It works or you don’t pay!

FABTECH Bistro

Reserve a seat at the FABTECH Bistro and you will always have a convenient place to eat, meet and network.

The Bistro offers assorted menu options including fresh and healthy lunch options, all at a reasonable price.

Pre-purchase your individual lunch tickets to avoid the lines.
Visit the Bistro Counter on Level 2.5.

TWO LOCATIONS:
• Ballroom S100
• Lakeside Center
Emerging Manufacturing Technologies Showcased

Additionally, nearly half of all reported breaches were related to intellectual property theft. This is particularly important when you consider that manufacturers in the United States perform more than three-quarters of all private-sector R&D in the nation. “As the driver of more innovation than any other sector, manufacturers need to become more aware of these risks and improve their cyber posture, whether they are large OEMs or small manufacturers forming part of a larger supply chain,” said Brown.

MxD has already invested close to $100 million in more than 60 applied research and development projects in areas including design, product development, systems engineering, future factories, supply chains and cybersecurity. For example, it has launched a comprehensive workforce development program for cybersecurity in manufacturing underwritten with a $1.25 million grant from the Siemens Foundation. The grant will help to fund the development and implementation of a highly skilled cybersecurity for manufacturing initiative as part of MxD’s workforce strategy known as MxD Learn.

This is vitally needed. Two-thirds of respondents in a Global Information Security Workforce study said they lacked the cybersecurity professionals needed. The shortage of these skills is especially acute in manufacturing and fabrication. With an increasing number of cyber threats to operations, U.S. companies urgently need qualified workers to protect against cyberattacks as they invest in modern technologies to digitize their operations.

MxD Learn will also be implemented at high schools in Chicago, as well as forging connections with other high school programs, area apprenticeships, community colleges, and industry partners. The goal is to create workable models that can be used by others in the field.

“Career and technical education in high school and beyond is essential to address the growing manufacturing skills gap in the United States,” said Brown. “This effort will help cultivate the skillset needed for the factory of the future – where data science and programming are as much a part of day-to-day activities as welding and machining.”

Geometry Drives Everything

Paperless Parts is another company on the forefront of advanced manufacturing. It was founded on the premise that in manufacturing, geometry drives everything. The company created the Part Operating System (PartOS). Powered by an advanced geometric analysis engine, PartOS is an operating system tailored to manufacturing. With this system, manufacturers can quickly catch DFM issues, identify required hardware or tooling, and collaborate with their teams at every step of the manufacturing process. This cloud platform helps manufacturers unlock hidden insights, modernize their business and expand more rapidly.

“Manufacturers using PartOS increase win rates and reduce time spent on estimating, quoting and order processing,” said Jason T. Ray, Co-Founder & CEO of Paperless Parts. “We use a proprietary 3D model analysis engine to drive and expand our understanding of how different geometries correlate to a variety of manufacturing processes.”
The company aims to provide smaller manufacturers and job shops with the kind of costing, estimation, and other tools previously only available to large producers. Large-scale manufacturers can afford to spend millions on software implementation projects. Ray formally released PartOS at FABTECH.

Michael Walton, Industry Solution Executive for Manufacturing at Microsoft, was the final panelist to cover advanced manufacturing. His company takes a leadership role in forwarding trends such as smart glasses, digital manufacturing software, cloud-based enterprise resource planning (ERP) and more. Its HoloLens smart glasses, for example, are finding their way onto shop floors in large numbers. These glasses enable manufacturers and fabricators to have hands-free access to documentation, job specs and other details while actively welding or performing other shop floor tasks.

Emerging Manufacturing Technologies
continued from p. 27

Visit our booth A4950 to see the latest in:
- Thermal cutting machines with plasma, laser and oxyfuel cutting processes.
- IoT OmniFab software with “Machine Insight”.
- Material handling solutions.
- After sales service support products.

Globally we are the final puzzle piece for thermal solutions.

Technologies Disrupting the Future of Manufacturing
continued from p. 24

“The number one challenge we face with disruptive technology is education,” said Mark. “When you introduce any breakthrough, it’s going to take a while for everyone to understand the process and how it can be leveraged to improve their business.”

At the panel on disruptive technologies, you will also hear from Mo Abuali, Managing Partner at IoTco. As a pioneering force in the Internet of Things, he will provide the audience with tangible examples of how the IoT can enhance existing operations. Far from being a complex technology that will require months or even years to implement, he lays out how the IoT can be gradually introduced to the factory floor. Abuali and the other panelists will engage in a lively discussion on the value of various technologies and the best ways to add them to current work processes.

Don’t miss this thought-provoking panel session tomorrow, Wednesday, November 13 at 12:30 PM in the Lakeside Center Ballroom.

Women in Finishing Expands Programming
continued from p. 21

The webinar format makes participation easy, cost effective, and serves as a great addition to a company’s employee training plan. Participation is free for WiF members and $25 for non-members. All webinars are recorded and archived for those who cannot attend live webinar.

The FABTECH 2019 Women in Finishing Reception will take place in the CCAI booth (B13026) tomorrow Wednesday, November 13 at 4:00 PM. Refreshments will be served. Information on WiF programming, including a preview of the 2020 FORUM, is available in the CCAI booth throughout FABTECH and during the reception.

To become a WiF member, visit www.ccaibweb.com/WiF.
Put Your Confidence in TRUMPF
The New TruLaser Series 1000

Entry-level has never been more capable. The new TruLaser Series 1000 from TRUMPF offers performance, productivity features and full compatibility with all automation solutions. The TRUMPF TruDisk laser delivers more consistent results than any other laser source, providing programmed power within +/- 1% over the life of the machine, and can be networked to power other TRUMPF products. Brightline fiber, protective glass monitoring, nozzle changer and recoverable collision protection ensure part quality, productivity and reliability. Integration with the full range of TRUMPF automation components means your machine grows with your business. It’s not entry-level, it’s starting right. Put your confidence in TRUMPF – Together we can build your success.

See the TruLaser 1030 with LiftMaster Compact and PartMaster at FABTECH Booth A2904
www.trumpf.com
Innovation from Tradition

At FABTECH 2019, the theme of CLOOS Booth B27062 is “100 Years CLOOS: Pioneers of Welding Technology” as the long-established company celebrates its 100-year anniversary. CLOOS will present innovative solutions for the future of welding technology.

The welding specialists offer technologies from the entry level to the premium and from manual welding machines to automated robot systems, all from a single source. Visitors can experience the wide range of QINEO welding machines in live-demonstrations. The focus is on the new QINEO NexT. The high-tech MIG/MAG welding power source provides excellent arc characteristics for highest weld quality. The modular design allows many utilization possibilities – from the basic welding machine for manual welding to the multiprocess welding machine for automated robot welding.

CLOOS will also show new and proven welding processes for maximum productivity and quality. For instance, the new process MoTion Weld for automated MIG/MAG welding will be on display. Due to the controllable heat input into the workpiece and the minimized spatter formation at high welding speeds, the MoTion Weld processes are particularly suitable for thin plate applications.

Another highlight is the new Gateway G-Gate by CLOOS. This enables demand-based management of welding and robot data. All information is entered and processed centrally in an integrated information and communication tool. The new system consists of the system-related hardware and different software modules. With the production module users can illustrate the performance and the efficiency of their robot systems, localize shortages, and increase the efficiency.

Furthermore, CLOOS presents the new QIROX Micro Cell, a customized “Ready to Weld” solution for the automated welding of small parts. With the QIROX Micro Cell, CLOOS offers a basic solution for the fast and easy entry into automated welding technology. The package includes all important components: A six-axis articulated arm robot with a load capacity of 4 kg, the complete welding equipment with gas-cooled welding torch, and safety technology.

Visit CLOOS at FABTECH 2019:
Booth B27062

CLOOS Welding Technology:
Robot and Welding Technology From a Single Source

Since 1919, Carl Cloos Schweisstechnik GmbH is one of the leading companies in welding technology. About 750 employees all over the world realize production solutions in welding and robot technology for industries such as construction machinery, railway vehicles, automotive, and agricultural industry. The CLOOS welding power sources of the QINEO series are available for a multitude of welding processes. With the QIROX robots, positioners and special purpose machines CLOOS develops and manufactures automated welding systems meeting the specific requirements of the customers. The special strength of CLOOS is the widely spread competence. Because – from the welding technology, robot mechanics and controller to positioners, software and sensors – CLOOS supplies everything from a single source.
Full Coating and Process Solutions from Raw Materials to Integrated Equipment

Welding with Diamonds

See us at FABTECH Booth B35048

218 W. Richey Road
Houston, TX 77090

www.Har-Bach.com
sales@har-bach.com

Phone: +1 281.440.1725
Fax: +1 281.440.1724
GRIND YOUR WAY TO GAME DAY!

Request a demo of Walter’s all-new all-powerful Xcavator XX™ ceramic grinding wheel and you could win a football weekend prize pack in Chicago.*

Visit the Walter booth for details. Booth B35035

*Certain conditions apply. Must be eligible for contest entry.